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Just mention “Born and Huang” to solid state physicists
and they immediately

recognize this as a synonym for the

of

book Dvnamic ‘I’heorv Crvstal
Lattices. Co-written bv Nobel
I,

‘

laureate Max Born and the renowned Chinese physicist Kun
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Huang, the book has been regarded as the bible on the
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subject among physics researchers worldwide

for over 40

years, When Professor Huang finished this classic in Beijing
in 1952, he was only 32 years old. At 36 he was elected a
Member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. He became a
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Foreign Member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
in 1980, and a Fellow of the Third World Academy of
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Sciences in 1985.
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During the tumultuous
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years of China’s war against

Japanese invasion, Professor Huang studied at the National
Southwest Associated University
supervision

in Kunming

of Professor Ta-You Wu, one of the founders

of contemporary

physics research in China. Between 1945

and 1948, Professor Huang did research for his PhD at the
University
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of Bristol in England under the distinguished

solid state physicist and Nobel laureate Sir Neville Mott.
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During those years, Professor Huang put forward a theory
predicting the diffuse scattering of X-rays due to crystalline
defects. His theory was verified
subsequently

in the 1960s and was

named “Huang’s diffuse scattering”.

research at the University

scientific contributions

had

influence

development
multiphonon

of solid

state
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of Liverpool and

made three significant
a far-reaching
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Between 1947 and 1951, Professor Huang conducted
postdoctoral
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on the
physics.

that have

subsequent

The theory

of

transition, characterized by what is now often

referred to as the “Huang-Rhys factor”, was co-developed
by Professor Huang and Avril Rhys, who later became his
wife. He also put forth the important
relating

the optical

“Huang’s Equations”

displacements

in crystals,

macroscopic electric field and polarization.
important

field and

Professor Huang returned to his beloved motherland
Professor

of Physics

In 1977 he was appointed
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modes, known as polariton.

in 1951 and became
University.
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They led to the

concept of coupled electromagnetic

optical vibration

and
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at Peking

Director

of the
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Institute of Semiconductors,
A pioneer

Chinese Academy of Sciences.

in China’s semiconductor

Huang led five major mainland
a program on semiconductors
first generation

universities

experts in China.

of Semiconductors,

created an active academic atmosphere
fundamental

Professor Huang
that emphasized

research. He himself also entered another

phase of scientific breakthroughs.
solved

to jointly run

in 1956, which trained the

of semiconductor

At the Institute

science, Professor

a long-standing

multiphonon

transition

inappropriateness

In 1983, Professor Huang

puzzle

in non-radiative

theory

by explaining

of the Condon approximation.

the

From this

he was able to show that the apparently unrelated adiabatic
approximation

theory

and static coupling

theory

actually equivalent. The superlattice optical phonon
model and analytical

expressions

are

mode

for the proper modes,

recently proposed by Professor Huang and Professor Bangfen Zhu, are now widely accepted by the international
physics community
Professor

as the “Huang-Zhu

Huang’s

contribution

model”.
as scientist

and

educator has been profound. The milestones he has reached
in phonon

physics throughout

the decades have greatly

benefited the human race and are the pride of the Chinese
nation.

He is highly respected not only for his academic

achievements

but also for his ideals and noble character.

Mr Pro-Chancellor,

I have the honor to present to you,

on behalf of the University, Professor Kun Huang, Member
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Honorary Director
of the Institute

of Semiconductors,

Chinese Academy of

Sciences, for the degree of Doctor of Science honoris causa.

Read by Prof Richard

HAYNES

and translated

from the Chinese citation

written by Dr Weikun GE.
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